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Urban Dictionary: isidora
Meaning of the name Isidora: Feminine form of Isidoros (gift
of Isis), a compound name composed of the name of the Egyptian
goddess of fertility, Isis, and the.
Isidora Gilardi
It looks like Shailene Woodley had a relaxing date night, but
it wasn't with current boyfriend and rugby player Ben
Volavola. Nope, instead she spent it with fellow actor Isidora
Goreshter. The Fault in Our Stars actor shared a cute
Instagram of her Thursday night (April
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Isidora Gilardi
"Isidora" by Bog Bog Orkestar is featured on Just Dance , Just
Dance Now, Just Dance Unlimited, and ????????. It also
features on Just Dance .
Isidora | Just Dance
Isidora Simijonovic,
born in in Belgrade,
(), Ubice mog oca ()
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Actress: Klip. Isidora Simijonovic was
Serbia. She is an actress, known for Klip
and.

Mummy Portrait of a Woman (Getty Museum)
English[edit]. Alternative forms[edit]. Isadora.
Etymology[edit]. Name of a fourth- century saint. The feminine
equivalent of Isidore, from Ancient Greek, meaning.
Isidora Alegría | Free Listening on SoundCloud
Isidora. Isidora is a female Greek name whose origins are
found in the ancient years; however, in ancient Greece it was
not a very common name and was.
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